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Modeling atmospheric response to GS shift
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Modeling atmospheric response to GS shift
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Strongly nonlinear equilibrium response
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Strongly nonlinear equilibrium response
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Dynamical adjustment processes responsible for  
the NAO-like nonlinear quasi-steady response?



• The three separate locations of the jet stream position 

North Atlantic eddy-driven jet stream: Increased occurrence in the south

e.g., Woollings 
et al. 2010

Jet latitude PDFs (60W°-0°E averaged U850, DJF)



• The three separate locations of the jet stream position 
• 74% (87%) more occurrence in the southern peak with the GS SSTA

North Atlantic eddy-driven jet stream: Increased occurrence in the south

e.g., Woollings 
et al. 2010

Jet latitude PDFs (60W°-0°E averaged U850, DJF)



High-latitude blocking and the jet latitude
Ratio: 1σ+/CTL

Ratio: 1σ-/CTL

Ratio: 1σ+/CTL when jet is @ 35N

Ratio: 1σ-/CTL when jet is @ 35N

twice as many 
blocking occurrences 
in the high latitudes 

(cyclonic wave 
breaking events) 

The increase is more 
apparent when jet is 
pushed to the south

jet stream location



1σ+ - CTL 1σ- - CTL(∂Z250/∂t)HF response

How is the high-latitude blocking ridge maintained?
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where the overbar denotes the 8-day low-pass filtering.
If the background wind speed is less than 0.5 m s21,
VH was set to be zero because the direction of the
background flow is poorly defined. Justification may be
given by the tendency that the baroclinic eddies are very
weak where the background westerlies are weak. We
evaluated VH based on Z250, assuming geostrophic bal-
ance with the latitude-dependent Coriolis parameter. As
VH itself is a low-pass-filtered quantity, its climatolog-
ical-mean seasonal cycle was obtained in the same man-
ner as in section 2. Here VH is an alternative measure
of instantaneous amplitude of the high-frequency tran-
sients to the ‘‘envelope function’’ used by Nakamura
and Wallace (1990). In fact, the climatological-mean
distribution of VH for each month is very similar to
that of the envelope function. Note that, unlike the en-
velope function, VH is not based on explicit high-pass
filtering and cannot be well defined in the lower tro-
posphere where the background flow is very weak.

APPENDIX B

A Measure of Barotropic Feedback from
Transient Eddies

In the present study, the barotropic feedback has been
evaluated as the low-pass-filtered tendency of the
250-mb geopotential height due solely to the vorticity
flux convergence associated with the high-frequency
transients at that level, that is,

]Z f250 0 22 ¯5 π [2= · (y9z9 1 ȳz9 1 y9z)], (B1)1 2]t gHFT

where overbars and primes denote the 8-day low-pass-
and high-pass-filtered quantities, respectively; f0 is the
Coriolis parameter at 438N (51 3 1024 s21); g is the
acceleration of gravity; y is the horizontal wind; and z
is the relative vorticity. The high-pass-filtered quantities
were obtained by subtracting the low-pass-filtered quan-
tities from the unfiltered ones. In solving Poisson’s equa-
tion (B1), (]Z250/]t)HFT 5 0 was imposed along the
boundary (south of 178N) of the NMC octagonal grid,
a 1977-point square grid system on a polar stereographic
projection. This rather artificial boundary condition is
not expected to cause any serious error in the solution
of (B1) because baroclinic eddies are generally very
weak in the subtropics. Since f0 is fixed to the value of
438N, (B1) yields a streamfunction tendency, which can
be compared with the observed streamfunction-like
height anomalies. Twice-daily fields of the NMC
250-mb horizontal wind were used for computing the
vorticity fluxes on the right-hand side of (B1). If the
wind field is missing while Z250 is available, the geo-
strophic wind field based on Z250 (with latitude-depen-
dent f ) was substituted into the sequence of the wind
fields. If both of the variables are missing, the missing
wind field was filled by linear interpolation in time.
Since the cutoff of the filter response function is not as

sharp as the step function, the resultant imperfect sep-
aration between the high-pass- and low-pass-filtered
quantities yields some values in the second and third
terms (i.e., ‘‘cross terms’’) of (B1). Still, the first term
was found to dominate the other two. Compared to an
evaluation of the net feedback by solving the three-
dimensional Poisson’s equation, the evaluation with
(B1) applied only to the 250-mb surface can reduce the
computational burden by one order of magnitude, and
therefore the feedback could be evaluated twice every
day over the 27-yr period.
Based on the low-pass-filtered flux convergence,

(]Z250/]t)HFT itself is a slowly varying quantity, too. The
31-day moving average of (]Z250/]t)HFT was used to ob-
tain the mean annual cycle for the 27-yr period. The
wintertime climatological mean resembles the results by
Lau and Holopainen (1984). The climatological-mean
feedback from the transient eddies should be balanced
by other dynamical processes such as the horizontal
advection of the absolute vorticity and the vortex-tube
stretching associated with the horizontal divergence.
Therefore, the effective feedback upon the low-fre-
quency circulation anomalies such as blocking ridges
should be given by (] /]t)HFT, the anomalous (]Z250/Z*250
]t)HFT, defined as the departure from its climatological-
mean annual cycle. The feedback was evaluated in a
similar manner in Nakamura (1990). Compared to the
present study, however, the feedback was somewhat un-
derestimated in his study because the cutoff period of
the filter was set to 6 days rather than 8 days and no
cross terms were included.
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Composite evolutions of  
time-accumulated ∂Z250/∂t  
against the life cycle of the 

Greenland blocking

Nakamura et al. 1997

At onset, ~50% of the blocking 
ridge formation is attributed to by 
the high-frequency transient eddy 

feedback

(∂Z250/∂t)HFΔt (∂Z250/∂t)TOTΔt←total Z250
∼

Onset Onset

Quantifying the role of  
high-frequency  

transient eddy feedback: 
1σ+ - CTL case



Nonlinearity of the JFM circulation anomalies in NCEP? 
— Composite NCEP (1954-2012) Z250/SLP when GSI leads by 1-yr

GSI>+1/3σ N=16 GSI>+1.0σ N=10 GSI>+5/4σ N=5

m

GSI<-1.0σ N=12 GSI<-5/4σ N=8GSI<-1/3σ N=25

m

Linear response with a moderate shift of GS 
But, the response ceases to be linear as the shift becomes large

GS  
northward

GS  
southward



Summary

Prevailing nonlinear response to a wide range of GS shifts
— resembles the NAO pattern, the leading mode of internal variability 

•  This nonlinear response pattern is associated with  
•  increased occurrence of jet stream at 35N 
•  increased blocking in the high latitudes 

•  The nonlinear ridge maintained by barotropic transient eddy feedback 

•  Observational analysis also suggests some asymmetry in the circulation

Thanks!



Nonlinearity of the JFM circulation anomalies in NCEP? 
— Composite NCEP (1954-2012) Z250/SLP when GSI leads by 1-yr

GSI>+1/9σ N=22 GSI>+1/3σ N=16 GSI>+1.0σ N=10 GSI>+5/4σ N=5

m

ENSO influence is removed, but a very similar result is found if using the full fields, suggesting that adding tropical influence does not change the nonlinearity pattern

GSI<-1/9σ N=27 GSI<-1.0σ N=12 GSI<-5/4σ N=8GSI<-1/3σ N=25

m

Linear circulation anomaly with a moderate shift in GS 
But, the response is highly nonlinear when the shift is large
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